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Tracker Rules

Status
 Closed

Subject
Tracker Rules

Version
17.x
21.x

Category
Feature request

Feature
Trackers
Wiki Plugin (extends basic syntax)
Advanced Rating Language / Mathematical calculation tracker field

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
Jonny Bradley

Lastmod by
Jonny Bradley

Rating
     (0) 

Related-to
 alarm field type in trackers
 Add Conditional Actions for Tracker Fields

Description
We often need a way to do conditional things in tracker forms, like show or hide fields depending on
the user's input, or require validation on some fields depending on the state of others.

So this is to start a discussion about how this should be implemented, should it be a new field type?
Or a function of the tracker plugin (which needs significant tidying up) or what?

So they should look something like:

Category field
If Category contains "bug" then

Show Workaround and Solution fields
Make Importance and Easy To Solve required

Solution
Done and added to Tiki 21.x

Easy to solve?
2

https://dev.tiki.org/item6108-Tracker-Rules
https://dev.tiki.org/item3870-alarm-field-type-in-trackers
https://dev.tiki.org/item7207-Add-Conditional-Actions-for-Tracker-Fields
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Priority
10

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)
Please demonstrate your bug on show.tikiwiki.org
Version:  Create show.tikiwiki.org instance18.x ▼

Ticket ID
6108

Created
Saturday 17 September, 2016 10:46:15 GMT-0000
by Jonny Bradley

LastModif
Wednesday 16 December, 2020 16:00:24 GMT-0000

Comments

WizarDave 18 Sep 16 04:56 GMT-0000

Your examples look like a "basic" script. Are you thinking we could integrate a basic-type tiki
programming language? That would be awesome and useful not just in trackers!

My understanding of manipulating forms is that JavaScript is the goto language.
Since you can work with JavaScript in Tiki, probably anything needing manipulated could already be
done through Tiki using available tags, plugins, and such.
But I'm hoping you are thinking of making it easier for end users and webmasters to implement.
Again, that would be awesome, useful, likely increase our user base and be a worthwhile investment of
effort!

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item

The original document is available at https://dev.tiki.org/item6108-Tracker-Rules
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